
Finding more effective ways
to detect and treat cancer

This has been a remarkable year for the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation 
thanks to marvellous support from so many people. It is, as always, a 
great team effort.
Cancer is a truly devastating disease, and yet the pain and heartache 
it causes has a way of bringing out something very special in people. 
A resilience, a determination and a will to help other people.

I believe that’s what makes our charity so special. 

It started with Bob, who did everything he possibly could to ensure 
our success, and it continues today in the passion and commitment 
of our fundraisers. Their strength and focus, often in difficult times, 
are attributes my husband admired greatly.

It doesn’t seem to matter what the fundraising activity is, and 
there’s an astounding variety, our fundraisers put their heart and 
soul into helping us.

I’m regularly amazed by the generosity we’re shown and the 
thoughtfulness of the support we receive. I love meeting people 
who are helping us. It’s often a touching, and occasionally upsetting 
experience, to find out their motivations for getting involved. 

As ever, our aim is to find more effective ways to detect and 
treat cancer and we continue to do that within the NHS and in 
partnership with other charities and organisations like Newcastle 
University.

My family and I are closely involved in all aspects of the Foundation. 
We have a great team contributing to its success – fundraisers, 
patients, clinical research staff and far too many other supporters  
to name. We’re extremely grateful to everyone who contributes in 
any way.

The work we’re funding is making a tremendous difference in the 
lives of cancer patients and their loved ones. It’s something positive 
we’re all doing together. 

Bob’s ‘last team’ grows bigger every year. He’d be very proud.

 
Thank you all.

Our Foundation is intrinsically linked, and is a fund 
within, the Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Charity.

We do not employ professional fund-raisers to pro-actively 
raise money and co-ordinate volunteers, have no fund-raising 
targets and rely completely on third party, volunteer fund-
raisers and the incredible generosity of the general public.

A Review of Our Eighth Year

IMPRESSIVE FUNDRAISERS
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WORLD-LEADING RESEARCH CENTRE INTO CHILDHOOD CANCER
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This new centre focuses on developing therapies with fewer side 
effects and treatment for children with advanced cancer, or for 
those whose illness has come back. It will also improve access to 
new cancer drugs for children and young people in the North East 
and Cumbria.

Approximately 1,600 children are diagnosed with cancer each year 
in the UK. Despite the significant advances that have been made, 
cancer remains one of the main reasons why children under the age 
of 15 die prematurely.

The majority of childhood cancer survivors, two in three, have one 
chronic health problem related to their cancer treatment, and one 
in three has several chronic health problems or life-changing late 
effects to the treatment. Improving current therapies is therefore 
vital.

Professor Ruth Plummer is Clinical Professor of Experimental Cancer 
Medicine at Newcastle University’s Northern Institute for Cancer 
Research. 

She is also Director of the Sir Bobby Robson Cancer Trials Research 
Centre at the Northern Centre for Cancer Care and was Sir Bobby’s 
oncologist.

Professor Plummer says: “Sir Bobby launched his Foundation to 
raise money to equip an early phase drug trials unit for adult 
patients, what became the Sir Bobby Robson Centre. 

“I think he’d be incredibly proud to know we have contributed so 
significantly into improving the lives of children with cancer, too.

“It seems particularly cruel when children and young people are 
affected but, as we all know, cancer has no boundaries.

“Enormous progress has already been made in treating younger 
cancer patients and this new centre will continue that important 
work.

“Funding these new posts is a natural extension of the work the 
Foundation already supports. 

“We have an established clinical trials team for adults and we’re 
building on that expertise and expanding to create a ‘matching’ 
team for children.”

Professor Josef Vormoor is Director of Newcastle University’s 
Northern Institute for Cancer Research and Consultant Paediatric 
Oncologist at the Great North Children’s Hospital.

He says: “Childhood cancer has been one of the success stories of 
modern medicine. Such have been the advances made over the past 
30 years that eight out of 10 children diagnosed today will be cured.

“However, cancer in young people remains a serious issue as it is one 
of the main reasons why children from one to 15 years of age die 
prematurely.

“In 2014, we launched a campaign to raise funds for a new facility 
on the Newcastle University campus to enable our research team 
to further their work in childhood cancer, and ultimately give more 
youngsters a future to look forward to.

“It is hard to believe that two years later we are standing in our new 
facility and putting our ambitious plans into practice, where the 
work to save young lives will continue at full force.”

The Wolfson Childhood Cancer Research Centre was officially 
opened by author Bill Bryson and Lady Elsie was among the guests.

We recently made our largest contribution to date, almost 
£1million (£999,161), to fund four clinical research and nursing 
posts at The Wolfson Childhood Cancer Research Centre at 
Newcastle University.

ACKLAM LODGE FREEMASONS
When he was Master of the Acklam Lodge, Jonathan 
Davidson and his fellow Freemasons joined him in 
fundraising for the Foundation with an eight mile  
walk in North Yorkshire, raffles and other activities.

Jonathan, from Ingleby Barwick, Teesside, says: “My father  
was diagnosed with skin cancer so, when it came to choosing a 
charity to support during my year as Master, I knew it had to be 
cancer related.

“I asked a friend who is a skin cancer specialist for a recommendation 
and she instantly suggested the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation.

“The charity does great work for the people in this region and  
I was very glad to support it.”

The cheque for £1,000 raised was presented to Teesside-based  
Sir Bobby Robson Foundation supporter, Rob Nichols.

Steve Gibson, chairman  
of Middlesbrough FC and 
one of our Patrons, says: 

“I’m very proud to 
represent this charity and 
to know that, every day, 
we’re moving forward 
against this terrible 
disease.

“Sir Bobby’s Foundation funds research work within the NHS and 
with other charities and research organisations that means we have 
the skills and resource in the North East to help lead the way 
against cancer.

“I know that was Sir Bobby’s aim when he launched his charity. He 
left us with an incredible legacy that, thanks to wonderful ongoing 
support, is continuing to grow.”

Author Bill Bryson with Emma Bell from Middlesbrough who had 
treatment for myeloid sarcoma

Above: Lady Elsie 
with Professor Josef 
Vormoor

Jonathan Davidson with Rob Nichols
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Once again, our Foundation was very well-supported  
by Great North Runners, 111 of them, and each with their  
own, often very personal, reasons for undertaking the  
famous half marathon.

As in previous years, Sir Bobby’s family welcomed runners at the  
end of the race with thanks and refreshments in the Charity Village.

Making his Great North Run debut was former footballer, Kevin 
Davies, who ran for us in memory of his parents.

GREAT NORTH RUNNERS FOR SIR BOBBY

MIKE AND KIM FOREMAN
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Mike and Kim Foreman celebrated their 46th wedding anniversary by bringing together 
family and friends at the New Victoria Centre in Howden-le-Wear, County Durham.

It was also an opportunity for Mike, who is facing cancer for a fourth time, to thank everyone – 
from his mechanic to his medical team - who have supported him since his first diagnosis in 2007.

The North East Theatre Organisation hosted and helped organise the fundraiser and Mike, a friend 
of Sir Bobby’s, played the Mighty Wurlitzer organ on the night. Lady Elsie with Mike and Kim Foreman and Stuart Wright from the North East Theatre Organ Association.

Jonathan Davidson with Rob Nichols
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Lady Elsie and sons, Andrew and Mark, and Foundation Trustee,  
Dr John Mckay, visited the Sir Bobby Robson Cancer Trials Research 
Centre and the Stereotactic Radiotherapy Unit, both at the Northern 
Centre for Cancer Care. They also visited the Sir Bobby Robson  
PET Tracer Production Unit at Newcastle University, to learn more 
about the groundbreaking work.

Mark Robson said: “We receive regular updates about everything 
the Foundation funds and it also means a lot to us to hear at first 
hand what’s happening.

“The charity contributed a total of almost £3 million to help fund 
these three projects alone, which is a tremendous amount of money  
by anybody’s standards. Particularly when you think of the amount 
of effort it took our supporters to raise the money and the generosity 
of the people who helped them.

“It’s a pleasure and a privilege to discuss the work we’ve been able 
to help fund with such dedicated hospital and research staff. We’ve 
also been lucky to meet some of the patients who are benefiting 
from the work.

“It’s never easy talking to people about cancer but it does provide  
my family with a sense that Dad’s charity is doing something very 
important. He would be incredibly proud to see how well the 
Foundation is doing and what we’re able to do for people with 
cancer as a result.”

Over 600 new patients were enrolled on clinical trials at the Sir Bobby 
Robson Cancer Trials Research Centre in the last year alone and many 
more were enrolled in other research studies, studying the biology 
and genetics of cancer to help develop and improve treatments.

There has been a year on year increase in the number of clinical 
trials open to recruitment and staffing in the Centre has risen from 
27 when it opened in 2009 to 51. Further developments are planned, 
which will involve still further expansion of the team.

In addition to contributing the initial £500,000 to equip the unit, 
our Foundation funds specialist drug trials training posts for both  
a doctor and nurse in the Centre and continues to enhance the 
facilities for patients when required.

Professor Ruth Plummer is Director of the Sir Bobby Robson Centre.

Professor Plummer says: “We continue to have fantastic support 
from our patients and also all the other partners who help us run 
trials on a unit, which is nationally recognised for the work it does. 

“Clinical research is at the heart of the excellent care we aim to offer 
to all patients in the North East, and the Foundation helps make 
that happen.”

Most recently, the Foundation replaced the chairs in the Sir Bobby 
Robson Centre to help make treatment more comfortable for 
patients and Mark and Andrew Robson gave them a trial run on 
their recent visit.

Mark adds: “We’re, all of us, amazed when we unveil an impressive 
bit of new cutting-edge cancer technology funded through the 
charity but it’s equally important to ensure the ‘little things’ like 
chairs are right for patients.

“If you have to sit for hours to receive treatment, then you should  
be as comfortable as possible.

“That’s why working so closely with the team in the Sir Bobby Centre 
is important to us. They alert us to this kind of need and we’re in a 
position to help thanks to our wonderful supporters.

“As a family, we’re very 
proud of all the work 
funded through Dad’s 
charity and I hope 
everyone who has 
helped raise money for 
us or made a donation 
shares that pride.  
I know Dad would  
be amazed at 
everything we’re 
achieving together.”

Ahead of World Cancer Day, Sir Bobby’s family revisited some of the important work funded with help from the Foundation.

WORLD CANCER DAY
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Mark and Andrew Robson ‘testing’ new chairs in  
the Sir Bobby Robson Cancer Trials Research Centre

Newcastle United 
manager, Rafa Benitez, 
recently visited the Sir 
Bobby Robson Centre 
at Lady Elsie’s invitation 
and described it as ‘an 
inspiration’.

L-R Martin Galler (research technician), Lady Elsie, Dr John Mackay, Andrew Robson and 
Mark Robson in the Sir Bobby Robson PET Tracer Production Unit, Newcastle University
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This year, Martyn Haughan, from Penrith, organised his second 
sponsored walk from Carlisle to the Northern Centre for Cancer 
Care, to raise money for the Foundation.

The first, in 2014, raised an amazing £22,000 and this year’s walk, 
which was also in aid of Eden Valley Hospice, was even more successful.

Martyn explained: “I came up with the idea for the first walk 
because my friend, John Raynes, had secondary Non-Hodgkins 
Lymphoma. “It’s amazing seeing the encouragement people show 

to each other as they give up a weekend 
and undertake what is a very difficult 
challenge.”

In addition to the walk, there was a lively 
fundraising night at Penrith Rugby Club 
which included a sponsored head shave.

CUMBRIA TO NEWCASTLE CHARITY WALK AGAINST CANCER RETURNS

Mr Neil Richmond, from Hartlepool, has been appointed Consultant 
Clinical Scientist at the NCCC and he is helping optimise radiotherapy 
treatment for patients, leading treatment planning development 
and using innovative new software purchased by the Newcastle 
upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.

This new role also means the Centre can join and lead clinical trials 
in radiotherapy research, meaning it continues to play its role in 
finding better treatments for cancer patients.

Mr Richmond works closely with the team operating the Stereotactic 
Radiotherapy Unit at the NCCC, which opened in 2014 thanks to 
a special collaboration between the Foundation Trust and its local 
hospital charities.

The Foundation was the majority charitable contributor, giving 
£850,000 to help fund the unit, which uses detailed scans and 
computerised 4D treatment planning to deliver radiation with 
tremendous accuracy. 

Mr Richmond says: “Stereotactic radiotherapy is the major development 
in radiotherapy at present. It will define future treatments, so what 
we’re doing now will leave a legacy for the next generation.

“Working with this technology and the first class medical team here 
is what first attracted me to this role.

“It gives me great personal and professional satisfaction seeing the 
difference stereotactic radiotherapy is making in patient care.”

Mr Richmond is part of the team helping maximise use of stereotactic 
ablative body therapy for tumours within the body, and stereotactic 
radiosurgery for treating tumours within the brain.

Lady Elsie said: “We have a marvellous board of trustees and it’s 
their medical knowledge that steers us. Every penny spent, every 
decision taken is discussed at great length to ensure it’s the best use 
of the money raised for us. And funding this post was no different.

“We’re so pleased to welcome Mr Richmond on board. He has a 
wealth of expertise and we’re lucky to have him. We wish him very 
well in his new role.”

On International Clinical Trials Day, we announced we are funding a new patient treatment and research role at the Northern 
Centre for Cancer Care (NCCC).

NEW CONSULTANT CLINICAL SCIENTIST APPOINTED

Mr Neil Richmond and Lady Elsie in the Stereotactic Radiotherapy Unit

In 2012, Newcastle Building Society introduced its Sir Bobby 
Robson Foundation charity-linked accounts. The Society 
donates an equivalent of 0.1% of the total value held in the 
accounts to the Foundation.

Incredibly, that totals more than £2 million in donations to date, making 
Newcastle Building Society the largest corporate donor to the Foundation.

Andrew Haigh, chief executive at Newcastle Building Society, says:  
“Sir Bobby continues to inspire and motivate people. Channelling the 
respect and affection people still hold for him, to make such a difference 
to people’s lives today through the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation’s 
work in cancer research, is a powerful legacy. 

“Supporting our communities is core to what we do, and we have 
been delighted to see how people across the North East, and beyond, 
have responded to the opportunity to do some good whilst saving, 
enabling us to continue our contribution to Sir Bobby’s foundation.” 

Lady Elsie added: “We’re absolutely thrilled by the funds raised 
through these special accounts.

“We had no idea they would become this successful and we’re extremely 
grateful to the Newcastle and its members for supporting our work. The 
Newcastle has always understood the importance of what we fund. 

“Bob was absolutely determined to provide world-class cancer facilities 
through his charity.

“Thanks to wonderful fundraisers and supporters like the Newcastle, 
we’re able to keep doing that.”

OVER £2 MILLION RAISED THROUGH NEWCASTLE BUILDING SOCIETY

Lady Elsie and Newcastle Building Society 
chief executive, Andrew Haigh
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For the second consecutive year, Widnes Vikings, raised funds 
for the Foundation through the Magic Weekend at St James’ Park.

The Rugby League club’s fundraising, ‘Tackling Cancer...#ImOnIt,’ was 
an initiative to collect £10 donations from supporters. In exchange, 
their names were incorporated into the fabric of the Viking’s special 
edition 2016 Magic Weekend shirt.

In addition to supporters’ names, the black and white striped shirts 
also featured the Foundation logo and Newcastle United legend and 
Rugby League fan, Peter Beardsley, helped launch the campaign.

The initiative was hugely successful with the allocation of 3,000 
names quickly filled and it received celebrity endorsements from  
the likes of Gary Lineker, Alan Shearer and Rugby League legend, 
Kevin Sinfield.

With further donations made by the Vikings and kit supplier, O’Neill’s 
Irish Sportswear, from the sale of replica Magic Weekend jerseys, the 
total donation figure raised for the charity was a magnificent £40,000.

This took the total figure raised by Widnes for the Sir Bobby Robson 
Foundation over the past two years to over £60,000.

The cheque for the money raised to date was presented on the  
St James’ Park pitch before the Widnes Vikings and Salford Devils’ 
game kicked off Magic Weekend.

It was presented to Sir Bobby’s son, Andrew, by Paul Lewis, a Widnes 
fan who sadly recently lost his mum, Margaret Housley, to cancer.

Margaret was also a huge fan of Widnes Vikings and she was one 
of the first fans to donate to have her name on the special Magic 
Weekend shirts.

Andrew Robson said: “This is just phenomenal support from Widnes 
Vikings and their fans, once again.

“We’re really amazed at how much money has been raised for the  
Sir Bobby Robson Foundation through this Magic Weekend campaign. 
It’s fantastic.

“And we’re so touched by the great enthusiasm both the club and  
fans bring to their fundraising efforts for Dad’s charity. 

“To see the Widnes fans in the stands at St James’ wearing black and 
white and with our charity logo on their shirts is very special. We’re 
extremely grateful to everyone involved.”

Vikings Director, Brian O’Connor, said: “Once again I would like to 
pass on my thanks to every single person who donated to this initiative.

“It has been a privilege for our Club to have played our part in such a 
rewarding campaign.”

A MAGIC TOTAL RAISED
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Vikings captain, Kevin Brown, and football legend, Peter Beardsley, 
help launch the fundraising campaign at St James’ Park

L-R Andrew Robson, 
Brian O’Connor (Widnes 
Vikings) and Paul Lewis 
(Vikings fan)

LEXI WALKER

Nine-year-old Lexi Walker from Dunston, Tyneside, decided  
to raise funds for the Foundation after her dad, Christopher, 
was diagnosed with a brain tumour.

She asked to be sponsored to have her beautiful long hair cut off 
and raised an amazing £800. Not only that, Lexi sent her hair to  
a charity that makes natural hair wigs for girls.

Thankfully, Lexi’s dad has responded well to 
treatment.

Alan Shearer, one of our Patrons, says: “It’s 
inspiring when you hear stories about how 
and why people raise money for the Sir Bobby 
Robson Foundation. Young Lexi’s fundraising 
for instance, that’s something incredibly 
thoughtful for a young girl to do to help 
people with cancer. It’s amazing.

“This has been a great year for Sir 
Bobby’s Foundation. It’s been able 
to fund a lot of important work as 
a result of the money raised and 
I know Sir Bobby would be very 
proud of what his charity continues 
to achieve. He always saw it as ‘his 
team.’

“We’ll all keep going and, together, 
we’ll be able to help even more 
people affected by this terrible 
disease.”

Lady Elsie and Lexi Walker

The Walker family with Lady Elsie (L-R) Christopher, Chris, Lexi and Nicola
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Mark ‘Run Geordie Run’ Allison, a software developer from 
Bedlington, completed an incredible run across Europe in 
aid of the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation and The Children’s 
Foundation.

His run, sponsored by SOS Group Ltd., was 2,650 miles and 83 days 
long and included both the Pyrenees and Alps mountain ranges. 

Beginning in Lisbon, Portugal, Mark ran around 38 miles a day and 
finished in Belgrade, Serbia.

Mark says: “The Europe run was a huge effort and far harder than 
I thought it would be. Not just for me, for the fantastic volunteer 
support team too.

“I’m proud to have successfully completed the run, which at times 
wasn’t 100 per cent likely to happen. It’s been tremendously hard 
and I couldn’t have done it without all the donations and messages 
of support I’ve received.”

This run was the latest leg in Mark’s Run Geordie Run Around the 
World challenge, which has raised over £250,000 for charities to date. 

He has now run halfway around the world, 9,000 miles, including 
the length of the UK, the width of the USA, Australia and Europe.

The European leg took him through Portugal, Spain, Andorra, France, 
Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia. The end was 
originally Istanbul but, because of the volatile situation in Turkey, 
Mark finished in Belgrade.

Belgrade now gives Mark the option to run north or south of the 
Black Sea when he starts the next stage of his Around the World 
Run, hopefully in 2018, which will go through Georgia, Russia and 
Kazakhstan (ending in Astana).

Mark adds: “The welcome and support we got in Belgrade was just 
amazing. 

“There was a ‘finish line’ of children who are being helped by a local 
charity and then the British Ambassador to Serbia let me have a bath 
at the Embassy. And I’ll be the first to admit I really needed to bathe.

“It’s been a privilege to experience so many different European 
countries in such an usual way. I’d like to go back to visit them again 
when I’m on an actual holiday though.”

Lady Elsie says: “I hope Mark is very proud of what he’s achieved 
with this run. He really should be. 

“We’re all very proud of him. It’s an absolutely marvellous achievement.

“We’re lucky to have Mark as a supporter of our work and very 
grateful to him and everyone who’s helped him along the way.”

Mark is now exploring 
the feasibility of safely 
continuing Run Geordie Run 
Around the World without 
a support team. He will 
discuss his findings with his 
family and the two charities 
before a decision is taken on 
the next stage of the run.

To raise further funds, and to 
celebrate the successful run 
across Europe, Mark and his 
wife, Donna, organised the 
Around the World Ball with 
guests including Jack and Pat 
Charlton. 

It was a special night and Lady 
Elsie enjoyed reaching the 
final stage of a ‘Heads and 
Tails’ game for the first time.
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Mark Allison in Italy
RUN GEORDIE RUN RETURNS HOME

Mark Allison, Lady Elsie and Jonathan Clegg 
(The Children’s Foundation)

We are proud to welcome Professor Chris Day to 
our Board of Trustees. He brings with him a vast 
wealth of experience and knowledge.

Professor Day was brought up in North Tyneside and 
studied medicine at the University of Cambridge 
before returning to the North East to practise at the 
Freeman Hospital in Newcastle. 

A liver disease expert, he was formerly Head of  
the School of Clinical Medical Sciences at  
Newcastle University and since April 2008 has  
been Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the Faculty of Medical 
Sciences. He will be Newcastle University’s next 
Vice-Chancellor.

Professor Day’s research interests are focused largely 
on fatty liver disease related both to obesity and to 
alcohol with additional interests in drug-induced liver 
injury and liver fibrosis.

Professor Day vividly remembers his first encounter 
with Sir Bobby, which took place when Sir Bobby was 
manager of Ipswich Town FC.

They were playing a friendly against Cambridge 
University in 1980 and Professor Day was playing  
for Cambridge. On hearing his accent, Sir Bobby 
shouted “By, you’re a long way from home bonny lad!”

Our thanks to Professor Day for accepting the position.

PROFESSOR DAY 

Lady Elsie welcomes Professor Day as a trustee
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Mike Amos, who was Northern League chairman for 20 years, celebrated his 
final year in the role by walking to all 44 grounds of the teams in the Ebac 
Northern League.

He called it his Last Legs Challenge and walked 510 miles over the season, raising  
an amazing £28,000 for charities. 

Lady Elsie was thrilled to receive a cheque for half the money raised by Mike’s Last  
Legs Challenge at the Northern League’s annual dinner.

The family of Terry Macdonald, from Pennywell, Sunderland, 
were left devastated when he died in December, just six months 
after a cancer diagnosis.

The 37-year-old was a father of two and worked as a salesman for  
Sky, then Virgin Media.

Terry’s family began fundraising for the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation 
in his memory and, incredibly, have already raised over £10,000.

His sister, Stephanie Macdonald, explains: “We started with a fundraising 
night at the local Comrades Club. We had a raffle and people were 
very generous on the night and with donating prizes.

“We had signed Sunderland memorabilia from the club and any amount 
of raffle and auction items from friends, local shops and Terry’s work. 
Rihanna tickets, an iPad, it was really amazing.

“Then we had a football tournament and Terry’s friends all played  
and a race night, too.

“People have been amazingly generous. It’s meant a lot to all of us.  
And it’s been something positive for us to put our minds to.

“It’s so important that we keep supporting research into cancer. That’s 
why we chose the Sir Bobby Robson Foundation. Terry had a consultation 
at the Sir Bobby Centre but died before he could try a trial drug.

“It’s a heartbreaking disease. But you have to keep believing there’s 
something out there though, something that will eventually beat cancer.”

Terry was a big Sunderland fan and his sister says he met Niall Quinn, 
one of our Patrons, at the airport once and they played cards together.

Niall says: “I confess, I can’t remember playing cards with Terry at the 
airport but it certainly does sound like something I would do. He was 
obviously a very special person and his family deserve enormous credit 
for the way they’ve reacted to his loss.

“Their fundraising in Terry’s memory is such a positive thing to do and 
will help other people whose lives have also been turned upside down 
because of cancer.

“Sir Bobby was fond of describing the people who helped raise funds 
for the Foundation as his ‘last and greatest team.’ He wasn’t wrong  
at all. There are a lot of generous and thoughtful people out there.”

LAST LEGS CHALLENGE

FUNDRAISING IN MEMORY OF TERRY MACDONALD

For more information, or to donate online, please visit www.sirbobbyrobsonfoundation.org.uk. Or send a cheque payable to ‘Sir Bobby 
Robson Foundation’ to Charitable Funds Office, Peacock Hall, Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 4LP. A letter of association is 
required to fund-raise for the Foundation to ensure those involved receive support and advice on current charity legislation. Please contact 
Pauline Buglass by calling 0191 213 7235 or email pauline.buglass@nuth.nhs.uk – THANK YOU.

WONDERFUL JOINT FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
Country Durham hospice, Willowburn, has been kind enough 
to include us in their fundraising activities twice this year.

With help from Lady Elsie and Paul Jackson, a volunteer fundraiser 
at Willowburn, the hospice organised a Summer Ball at Beamish 
Hall Hotel and an evening of Tapas on the Tyne at Riverbeat 
Restaurant in Newcastle.

In addition, Sunderland AFC’s charity, the Foundation of Light, 
included us in their annual football-themed race day at Newcastle 
Racecourse. 

This was the third year of joint fundraising at the races thanks to 
the Foundation of Light and guests included Lady Elsie, Mark ‘Run 
Geordie Run’ Allison and BBC Radio Newcastle.

The final race of the day was designated The Sir Bobby Robson 
Foundation Handicap Stakes and was won by Run Rio Run, owned 
by Suzanne Kirkup and Michael Dods.

Willowburn Hospice’s Paul Jackson, Andy 
Drape from Riverbeat and Lady Elsie

Suzanne Kirkup with the Sir Bobby 
Robson Foundation Handicap 
Stakes trophy

Terry’s family with Lady Elsie (L-R) sister, Stephanie, 
partner, Lindsey Carlson, and mum, Olwyn. Terry Macdonald

Mike Amos presents 
his ‘Last Legs’ cheque 
to Lady Elsie 
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